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Sisters and
Brothers A year ago
backers of the Janus court
case were forecasting the end
of unions. They tried to use
the courts to take away our
freedom to stand together for
fair wages, affordable health
care, and a secure retirement
for ourselves and our families.
One year later, unions have
emerged stronger than ever.
More people across the
country understand the value
of standing together with
their co-workers to improve
their quality of life and build
strong, vibrant communities.
At Teamsters 117, members
are sticking with the union in
overwhelming numbers. As
a result, we’ve raised wages,
improved benefits, and
strengthened contracts for

thousands of public service
workers over the last year.
We’ve helped passed laws
in Olympia that will enhance
the rights of all members
of Teamsters 117. This year
we also hosted our firstever Teamsters Womxn’s
Conference that brought a
powerful spirit of sisterhood
to our union.

At Teamsters 117, we will
always fight for the freedom
to stand up for fairness,
respect, and justice for ALL
working people. Our mission
is to build unity and power to
improve lives and lift up our
communities. Our union is
strong because members like
you make it strong.
Thank you for your service
and for standing together
with your co-workers for
good, family-wage jobs,
safe workplaces, and strong,
healthy communities.

The anti-worker “Freedom”
Foundation is still going after
your personal information
trying to bait you into
“opting-out” of the union.
But members of Teamsters
In Solidarity,
117 aren’t taking the bait. In
fact, union membership at our
Local and across the country
John Scearcy
is on the rise and our state
Secretary-Treasurer
just passed one of the most
pro-worker family agendas in
decades.

Knowing that we
earn a fair salary
gives me joy and
confirms that our
fight is important
and necessary.
- Margarita Martinez

WORKERS WIN $686,000 IN BACKPAY FROM
REPUBLIC SERVICES SUB-CONTRACTOR

A

t the Republic
Services recycling
depot in downtown
Seattle, members of
Teamsters 117 process
thousands of tons of paper,
metals, and plastics daily.
Trucks snake into the 3rd and
Lander facility to dump their
loads, which our members
bulldoze and bundle for rail
transport to locations across
the West.
An essential part of the
work requires careful sorting
of the materials. Republic
subcontractor, Leadpoint,
employs hundreds at the
Seattle facility to perform
this work. This painstaking,
dirty, and dangerous job
has resulted in serious
industrial accidents. In
2015, the Washington State
Department of Labor and
Industries fined Leadpoint
$77,600 for safety violations
at its Material Recovery
Center in Vancouver, WA.

In 2016, our union discovered
something else: Leadpoint
was treating its Seattle
employees like garbage,
and Republic Services was
complicit in the abuse.
Workers were locked out of
bathrooms, forced to change
their gear in the parking
lot, and paid below Seattle’s
minimum wage standards.
Leadpoint employees who
tried to organize a union
were subjected to harassment
and intimidation.
Margarita Martinez was
one of those workers. An
ardent union supporter,
Martinez was sent home
by company management
without pay on several
occasions. Neither Leadpoint
nor Republic could offer
a good explanation for the
discipline.
Organizer Maria Francisca
Torres rallied the workers
to defend their rights. The
union pressured the company

to unlock the bathrooms and
filed an unfair labor practice
for the company’s harassment
of Martinez. The group also
lodged a complaint with
Seattle’s Office of Labor
Standards alleging that the
company was unlawfully
paying its workers below
minimum wage.

Martinez on learning of the
settlement. “It was obvious
that they were trying to pay
us less than we deserved.
But knowing that we earn a
fair salary gives me joy and
confirms that our fight was
important and necessary.”
John Scearcy, SecretaryTreasurer of Teamsters
117, praised the workers
for standing up to their
employer. He also called out
Republic for not stepping in
to address the abuse.

The City investigated and
found that the company was
in violation of the law. That
investigation, spurred on by
Teamsters 117,
ultimately led
“Republic Services
to the largest
Our fight
needs to take
pro-worker
with
responsibility when
settlement in
Leadpoint
its subcontractors are
the history of
was brutal
abusing workers and
the agency.
violating the law,”
The settlement
he said. “All workers
calls for
deserve a living wage, safe
Leadpoint to pay a total of
$686,202 in backpay, interest, working conditions, and
good jobs with benefits. This
and damages to 358 current
settlement is a testament to
and former workers.
workers standing together to
fight for that.”
“Our fight with Leadpoint
was brutal,” declared

KING
COUNTY
TEAMSTERS
AT WORK

MJ Friel, Crew Chief

Jeff Kaelin, Truck Driver

Neysa Tausinga, Utility Worker

Brandon Sutton and Trevor Cass, Utility Workers

KING COUNTY TEAMSTERS HELP PROTECT
SURVIVORS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

T

he face of the
domestic violence
advocacy program
in King County is one of
deep compassion. Thank
you notes from clients are
pinned to the wall of the
advocates’ office in the
Regional Justice Center in
Kent expressing profound
gratitude to the women
who work there.
One former victim writes,
“I want to thank all of you
for your help. I don’t even
know any of your names,
yet I have such gratitude
for your knowledge and
presence...” Some victims
will reach out years after
their case has been resolved
or approach their advocates
to thank them in the street.
“When you hear that people
have moved on with their
lives in a successful way
– that’s rewarding,” says
Sanetta Hunter, who has
worked at the agency for
more than 20 years.

In the United States,
about one in three women
experiences some form of
abuse, including assault,
rape, harassment and
stalking. In 2018, there
were nearly three thousand
domestic violence cases
filed in King County alone.
Advocates in Kent and in
the agency’s Seattle office
provided assistance at 5,798
hearings and helped victims
obtain 1,271 protection
orders through the courts.
It is an astonishing
volume of work for the 20
Teamsters employed in the
program.
As members describe
their work, it’s clear they
care deeply about the
people they serve. Stories
abound about the horrible
circumstances victims
face and the lengths their
advocates go to ensure
that victims are protected
legally and have access to
resources.
“People don’t come in the

door with a list of all of the
things done to them,” tells
advocate Katie Coppin.
“But eventually they’re
able to talk about what’s
really going on in their
relationships, and we’re
able to advocate for them
on how they want to handle
that. And that’s huge. I
had a case that came in
as a misdemeanor assault
that turned into rape.
It went to trial and kids
testified and he was found
guilty. This was because of
the relationship and the
advocate.”

courts.
Angela is active on
our union’s Womxn’s
Committee, where she is
helping to plan next year’s
Womxn’s Conference.
“Everybody that I’ve met
at Teamsters has been
so friendly and kind and
welcoming. I want to show
that to other people, too,”
she says.

Angela and her co-workers
defer to their clients on
how they want to handle
their cases, no matter the
severity of
Angela Rogness
the abuse.
I have such
is our Shop
They view
gratitude
Steward at the
their role, not
for your
agency. She
as dictating
knowledge
helps victims
terms, but
and presence. making sure
file protection
orders against
their clients’
an intimate
voices are
partner or family member heard and their wishes are
who physically harmed
fulfilled. In that sense, their
them. Her job is to explain work is not unlike the work
the order, help fill out the of our union – they give
paperwork, and write the
back power and a voice to
story to be presented in
people who need it.

I

n the dim interior of the
UNFI warehouse in Tacoma,
you have to be quick on
your feet. With short beeps,
forklifts and pellet jacks
zooming by, there is no time
to waste. Teamsters who
work there know their jobs
well and do them efficiently.
Perhaps no one is better at it
than Monty Johnson. Monty
has never missed a day of
work in all combined twentyfour years of working at the
SUPERVALU warehouse
which was recently purchased
by the food giant UNFI. Not
a sick day and rarely any
vacation days, even when it
meant losing the accumulated
hours, the warehouse is his
bread and air.
When the company went
through layoffs and he had
to submit for his severance,
he did so with a heavy heart.
Soon they remembered his
tireless work ethic and asked
him to come back. He did so
in a heartbeat. The warehouse
was his home – the place
he knew inside and out. He
came back to his old forklift,
and it was like he never left.
Dashing between rows of
shelves stacked up to the
ceiling, Monty doesn’t need a
chart to decipher the numbers
indicating which products go
on which shelves. He knows
them by heart. Hundreds upon
hundreds of slots, this maze
to an external observer is a
familiar tune to him.
One day the company
president got a hold of him
and asked: “Are you the guy
who never missed a day
in this place? Why did you
do that?” What he didn’t
understand was that when
Monty came to Washington

State in the 90s looking for
a stable job to care for his
young family, this union
job offered back then by
SUPERVALU gave him a
jump-start to a secure life,
and for that Monty is eternally
grateful. You can’t tell by his
energetic smile, but his kids
are all grown up now, and he
has welcomed grandchildren
to his family.
When Monty shows up to
work every single day and
pours his heart out, he doesn’t
do it to compound profits for
shareholders who wouldn’t
step into his warehouse for
an hour. The product of his
daily work is getting food
from the warehouse to the
supermarket shelves on time
so that thousands of people
in Pierce County can buy food
that was kept cool, fresh, and
undamaged.
It wasn’t Monty’s or any of
his co-workers’ decision to
sell the warehouse to UNFI,
relocate it to Centralia, or try
to fight the union workers and
squeeze their livelihood in an
attempt to eke out a slightly
fatter margin of profit. Neither
will they succumb to company
pressure after dedicating a
lifetime to this work.
Monty sees his workplace
pulled apart to be relocated
and shakes his head. “The
new company is doing things
to accommodate themselves
and are not respecting the
workers who do the daily
grinding work of making the
company successful. They
don’t understand that if they
take care of us, we take care
of them.”

THE
TEAMSTER
WHO
NEVER
MISSED A
DAY OF
WORK

Uber and Lyft drivers speak out for fair pay and a voice before their caravan embarks for City Hall.

SEATTLE DRIVERS CARAVAN FOR HIGHER
PAY, BETTER CONDITIONS AT UBER AND LYFT

R

time for the City to ensure
ide hail drivers
that drivers have the same
took their
rights as all workers in
vehicles on a slow
procession through Seattle Seattle.”
neighborhoodsin May to
Embarking from the
call for better working
Masjid al-Taqwa mosque
conditions at Uber and
in Seattle’s Central
Lyft. Drivers ended their
District, drivers honked
caravan at Seattle City
their horns and displayed
Hall where they delivered
signs on
their demands
their
to City officials
for fair pay,
vehicles
We are asking
that read,
a due process
our customers
“Share
to appeal
to stand with
the fare!”
deactivations,
us in our effort
and
and a voice.
to win fair pay
“Uber
and a voice
and Lyft:
“We are tired
of seeing Uber
Listen
to your
and Lyft siphon
drivers!”
off bigger and bigger
percentages of what riders
The caravan wove
pay,” said Fasil Teka, an
Uber driver of 7 years. “It’s through the heart of the

city, from the Central
District to Capitol Hill
and downtown Seattle,
neighborhoods with
some of the greatest
concentrations of ride hail
customers.
“We are asking our
customers to stand with
us in our effort to win fair
pay and a voice,” said Lyft
driver, Mohamed Sharif.
“When drivers are paid
a living wage
and can stand
together to
improve
driver
and

passenger safety, our local
economy and the entire
community benefits.”
Uber and Lyft drivers
are members of the AppBased Driver Association
that works with Teamsters
117 to build worker
power in Seattle for-hire
industry.
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Raffle

with dozens of
prizes

7:00 PM

Tukwila Hall

at Tukwila Hall

Saturday
November 16

HOLIDAY

Membership Meeting

All participants will receive a $25 gift card to help celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday.

At the Teamsters 117 Womxn’s conference...

Dune Peninsula Park Tacoma

Saturday,
October 12, 2019
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Making
against
Strides
Breast Cancer
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Sign up at no cost at
www.teamsters117.org/making_strides

